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self-control, but also to mitigate the criticism of tautology that has been leveled at the theory. a general theory
of crime due to the vast amount of research testing and dis-cussing gottfredson and hirschi’s (1990) theory
(see pratt and cullen, 2000 for a review of empirical tests, gottfredson mr, hirschi t (1990) a general
theory of ... - gottfredson mr, hirschi t (1990) a general theory of crime. stanford university press, stanford
hindelang mj, gottfredson mr, garofalo j (1978) victims of personal crime: an empirical foundation
introduction to: gottfredson, m., & hirschi, t. (1990). a ... - introduction to: gottfredson, m., & hirschi, t.
(1990). a general theory of crime. stanford: stanford university press. the gtoc connects us to numerous core
issues in crime and deviance: socialization, life course, are punishments relevant, does the deterrence model
make any sense, and more. it is a watershed, it is on the absence of self-control as the basis for a
general ... - on the absence of self-control as the basis for a general theory of crime: a critique gilbert geis
criminology, law and society, university of california, usa abstract it is now approaching a decade since
michael gottfredson and travis hirschi promulgated what they called ‘a general theory’ of crime. journal of
research in crime and delinquencyvazsonyi et al ... - describ- ed by gottfredson and hirschi (1990),
including the multiple ele-ments, other than the one developed by grasmick et al. (1993). however, there exist
(1) other empirical investigations that examine the general theory of crime and the self-control construct
without the use of the grasmick et al. book review of a general theory of crime - a general theory of crime
makes clear that crime, partlcu larly violent crime, is the province of the young. indeed, seriou crimes typically
decline sharply with the age of the offender. when offenders reach the age of 25-30, the crime rates fo such
individuals drop dramatically.4 the authors emphas' encyclopedia of criminological theory - sage
publications - page 4 of 18 encyclopedia of criminological theory: gottfredson, michael r., and travis hirschi:
self-control theory the impact of self-control in perhaps one of the most controversial statements ever made in
criminology, gottfredson and hirschi argue that their self-control theory is a general theory that can parental
management, adhd, and delinquent involvement ... - parenting and the general theory of crime the basic
premise of gottfredson and hirschi’s general theory of crime is as follows. people who lack self-control will tend
to be impulsive, insensitive, physical (as opposed to mental), risk-taking, shortsighted, and nonverbal, and
they will tend therefore to engage in criminal and analogous acts. evaluating the competing assumptions
of gottfredson and ... - evaluating the competing assumptions of gottfredson and hirschi’s (1990) a general
theory of crime and psychological explanations of agression todd armstrong1 arizona state university west
_____ abstract gottfredson and hirschi’s (1990) a general theory of crime, argues individual criminal propensity
manifests itself criminal behavior and age: a test of three provocative ... - indeed, gottfredson and
hirschi propose a theory that could account for age-crime relationships, despite contending that such
relationships cannot be explained. their theory says that crime results from the interaction of low self-control
and opportunity. given the opportunity, those with low self-control commit crime without considering long ...
low self-control and opportunity: testing the general ... - low self-control and opportunity: testing the
general theory of crime as an explanation for gender differences in delinquency* teresa c. lagrange cleveland
state university . robert a. silverman queen's university at kingston, ontario . this research tests gottfredson
and hirschi's general theory ofcrime parent/ l management, adhd, and delinquent involvement ... parenting and the general theory of crime the basic premise of gottfredson and hirschi's general theory of
crime is as follows: people who lack self-control will tend to be impulsive, in- sensitive, physical (as opposed to
mental), risk-taking, shortsighted, and nonverbal, and they will tend therefore
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